Experiment Code:
Per_RT

Introduction & Research Question:
Within the reaction time (RT) version of the Perruchet effect a single stimulus (the conditioned stimulus, CS) is paired with a second stimulus (the unconditioned stimulus, US) on half the trials and on the other half the trials the US is not presented. Conditioned responding to the CS is typically found to dissociate from conscious expectancy for the US. This experiment is a basic replication of this effect using modified recording procedures. In this experiment there were two USs, one requiring participants to make a speeded reaction time response (goUS trials) and another the withholding of said response (nogoUS trials). Participants were required to make expectancy ratings on every trial about the likelihood of the nogoUS being presented. 

Participants:
16

Experimental Software:
MatLab

Method:
Participants were presented with the CS (a brown cylinder presented on screen) for 5 seconds on each trial, on half the trials the goUS was presented and on the other half of the trials the nogoUS. The USs were the words ‘peanut butter’ or ‘brown sugar’, this was counterbalanced across participants. The goUS required a speeded RT response, a lateral abduction movement with the left index finger onto a computer mouse mounted on its side, whereas the nogoUS the withholding of said response. During the presentation of the CS participants made an expectancy rating about the extent they believed the nogoUS would be presented on each trial. This rating was made with the right hand using the numerical keypad. A rating of 1 meant ‘I definitely do not think the nogoUS will be presented’, 5 ‘I do not know whether the nogoUS will be presented’, 9 ‘I definitely think nogoUS will be presented’. Trials were presented in a sequence conforming to a randomisation with restriction method used in all Perruchet effect protocols. The inter-trial interval varied between 2 and 5 seconds. There were two experimental blocks in between which the participants were given a short comfort break. 
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